We love immersive audio, innovative ideas for the arts and new media experiences. To empower creatives in the growing market of immersive entertainment we provide professional audio technology with the IOSONO products and extended SERVICES for fully integrated spatial sound solutions.
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FLYOVER CANADA BY PURSUIT


Home of North America's leading flying ride in Vancouver, CAN
	
	
	







For over a decade, visitors have enjoyed exhilarating flight simulations, soaring over stunning natural scenery at downtown Vancouver's Canada Place. In its latest update, this attraction has taken its immersive experience to new heights, thanks to cutting-edge audio processing powered by IOSONO.
A carefully designed high-quality PA system comprising over 50 loudspeakers, integrated by Kraftwerk Living Technologies, ensures an optimized auditory journey, making every flying seat count. IOSONO processing and content creation are fully integrated into the workflow and show control, allowing for future content interchangeability across other FlyOver sites. With object-based mixing, content creators now have the flexibility to focus with full attention to the details of the mix.
"Using advanced technology, we capture thrilling, authentic footage of real locations so riders can experience those places as they truly are. Located in downtown Vancouver’s Canada Place, FlyOver Canada whisks you away on an exhilarating journey over the world’s most spectacular scenery. Special effects — including wind, mist and scents — combine with the ride’s motion to create an unforgettable experience. " (FlyOver Canada)
PURSUIT

FlyOver Canada
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ARK DISCOVERY HOUSE


"Experience conservation through multimedia" at the Zoo Leipzig, GER
	
	
	







Nestled within the historic big cats' house, this innovative immersive experience at Zoo Leipzig serves as a gateway to understanding species conservation and the zoo's unwavering commitment to protecting highly endangered primates in Vietnam.
At the heart of this captivating journey is a 360° video projection, seamlessly complemented by a surrounding array of over 30 loudspeakers. Each of these speakers is individually driven and controlled by the IOSONO processor. The technical integration is expertly managed within the show control and maintenance routines, skillfully overseen by ils Medientechnik, making the IOSONO processor a reliable tool for creating the immersive atmosphere the zoo aimed to provide, delighting its visitors.
For an added layer of authenticity, a dedicated object-based audio mix incorporates original field recordings from the vibrant landscapes of Vietnam, alongside exclusive music compositions by Lukas Taido. These elements combine to make this project truly distinctive and an unforgettable experience.
Explore this remarkable project at Zoo Leipzig, where technology and conservation converge to educate and inspire.
"A special highlight is the main room: a room-filling immersive experience that is one of its kind in the whole of Germany: impressive 360° projections on all of the walls, the ceiling and the floor immerse you in our commitment to species protection for highly endangered monkey species in Vietnam. The film scenes are accompanied by a specially composed and arranged soundtrack. You will go on a boat trip in Halong Bay, which is where you will find Cat Ba Island. There you will meet the last remaining and critically endangered golden-headed langurs." (Zoo Leipzig)
Zoo Leipzig
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KVAMME PLANETARIUM


IOSONO fixed install in a newly built dome at West Valley College in San Francisco bay area
	
	
	
	
	









This beautiful new-built dome hosts a great sounding 32-channel IOSONO system in three layers for playback of multichannel audio formats of all kinds and is ready for producing its own IOSONO object-based mixes. IOSONO is fully integrated into the show control in this hybrid planetarium system for teaching astronomy in the most modern ways possible and making college events an unforgettable experience.
Thanks to the College's trust in ENCIRCLED technology and services we are very happy to get this project across the finish line despite the difficult times in 2020/21. The people in the astronomy department are truly committed to this project and their long breath must be greatly acknowledged! 
West Valley College - Kvamme Planetarium
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REFERENCES


This a short list of recent and outstanding projects over the last decade using IOSONO as its core technology
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	












The LUME by Grande Experiences . permanent sites across the world and home to immersive digital galleries with changing exhibitions
The LUME Melbourne (AUS)
The LUME Indianapolis (USA) at Newfields

Visitor attractions at WALT DISNEY RESORTS in Magic Kingdom and Animal Kingdom FL/USA, Tokyo Disneyland & -sea and Shanghai Disney Resort
The Haunted Mansion at Magic Kingdom, Orlando (USA)
Avatar Flight of Passage in Pandora - The World of Avatar at Animal Kingdom, Orlando (USA)
Enchanted Tale of Beauty and the Beast at Tokyo Disneyland (JP)
Soaring: Fantastic Flight at Tokyo Disney Sea (JP)
Soaring Over the Horizon at Shanghai Disney Resort (CN)

VIVID House 2022, 3D walk-through visual and sonic experiences by aFX Global (Sydney, Australia)
Review by AV Technology

Lichtkunst Festival 2022, Marienplatz installation by Philipp Geist & Lukas Taido (Weilheim, Germany)
Festival website

Vision Hall at Hyundai Motor Group University (Mabuk, Korea)
Red Dot Design Award

UNIVERSAL SPHERE, a spectacular dome experience at Comcast Tower Philadelphia/USA from Steven Spielberg, Dreamworks, Universal Parks and Resorts and Comcast Labs.
COMCAST CENTER CAMPUS

Shanghai Tower, World's highest Summit Art and Cultural Space on 126th floor fully integrated by Full Dimension
Full Dimension - Major businesses

Design Gallery at Deutsche Telekom AG headquarters (Bonn, Germany)
Telekom Design Gallery

Mighty Monks Transformative Audio Visual artwork during 2021 Design Biennale at Somerset House (London, UK)
immersive audio - Marco Perry

MAGIC FLUTE - A "City Version" by the Staatsoper Hamburg at the 20th anniversary of Shanghai Grand Theater, China. Systemintegration by our long-time partner Full Dimension
Global Creative Technology Design Award
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SERVICES


audio - acoustics
We support your idea for immersive experiences with the focus on audio. We offer extended service capabilities in the planning and commissioning of systems using the IOSONO technology. We look beyond the use of IOSONO as it stands today. To that extend we develop features, customize the interfacing with external tools and find the best solutions for all audio related requirements in your project.
Our engineers have more than 20 years of experience in audio technology and thrive on challenging tasks. We encourage you to ask any question and try us as your expert in the professional immersive audio field!
As certified engineers we now extend our services to the consultation in room and building acoustics, as well as noise and immission control. With industry standard software simulation tools and first grade measurement equipment available in-house we backup our planning, reporting and results for all projects.
Get in touch
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IOSONO INSIDE


Right at the heart of spatial audio systems and your driver to fully immersive user experiences
	
	
	







The ENCIRCLED Spatial Audio Processor is our main hardware product with fully integrated IOSONO inside software. Your powerful solution for real-time rendering of object-based immersive audio content to virtually any loudspeaker layout of up to 192 channels In & Out across venues.
The patented algorithm is an optimized and adaptive wavefield synthesis implementation with a unique multilayer approach for elevated speaker arrangements. In addition to the high quality rendering the software is packed with useful features for easy setup, system tuning, multi-room configurations and flexible integration into any AV system design.
Get your quote

IOSONO inside specification sheet

ENCIRCLED Spatial Audio Processor product flyer
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SPATIAL AUDIO WORKSTATION


	
	
	
	








The Spatial Audio Workstation (SAW) is our production tool for the creation of immersive audio content in a fully implemented, object-based workflow.
The software is an exclusive plugin for Steinberg’s Nuendo DAW. A mixing project can consist of up to 64 simultaneous objects. An internal rendering mode supports a large number of common 2D multichannel speaker layouts (up to 8.1) without the need of additional hardware. The external processing mode works in combination with an IOSONO inside audio processor and allows for real-time rendering to any 2D/3D speaker arrangement. The application runs in a single window to provide user-friendly interface for positioning, grouping, movement and automation of sound objects within the immersive environment.
Get your quote

Download SAW 2.4.5

SAW Manual

IOSONO - content production flyer
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ANYMIX PRO


	
	
	







The IOSONO Anymix Pro plug-in is a flexible audio processing tool that can be used as a substitute for the standard surround panner that comes with your DAW or as a powerful “upmix / fold down” processor to convert any given audio source material into the desired output format ranging from mono to 8.1.
Get your quote

Download for Win

Download for Mac
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DISTRIBUTION


The distribution in Europe for a Spatial Audio Processing hardware with integrated IOSONO inside software will be handled directly by us. Please get in touch via business@encircled-audio.com.   
Our selected partner network worldwide provides you with a Spatial Audio Processing hardware and fully integrated IOSONO inside software as well as content production, services for regional system planning and support.
Germany
Waveshaper Studios: Content Production

China
Full Dimensions (EXCLUSIVE distribution CHN incl. HKG, MAC & TWN): Processor with IOSONO inside, full services and content production

Australia
aFX Global (distribution ANZ): Processor with IOSONO inside, full services and content production

South Korea
SOUNDKOREAENG (EXCLUSIVE distribution KOR): Processor with IOSONO inside and full services
BLUECAP SOUNDWORKS: Content Production

U.S.A
AUDIO INTERVISUAL DESIGN: Processor with IOSONO inside







CONTACT
ENCIRCLED
audio.solutions GmbH
Koepenicker Str. 148/149
10997 Berlin
Germany
info@encircled-audio.com

Imprint PDF

company announcement
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